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COURSE OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES 
 
This course is designed as a gender and public policy “solutions lab”. The goals of this 
course are to use a comparative politics and comparative public policy lens to critically 
examine some of the inequalities faced by women, girls, and LGBTQ+ people, and to reflect 
on the role that political institutions and public policies play in both creating and 
overcoming gender-based inequality.  
 
Some of the most intractable policy challenges around the globe centre around gender.  
 
The World Bank gender data portal notes that on a number of dimensions of gender 
inequality — including economic structures and access to resources; education; health and 
related services; public life and decision-making; and human rights – women are still 
disadvantaged in relation to men; while data are scarcer, racialized women, as well as 
lesbian, trans, and other gender sexual minority (GSM) groups face even more 
disadvantages compared to both white men and women. There are vastly different human 
rights regimes around the world and constitutional provisions that permit discrimination 
on the basis of gender, sex, sexuality, and sexual orientation. In those countries where 
women have advanced on measures of economic equality, they may remain 
underrepresented in political office and other political institutions.  
 
What makes these problems intractable is that gender inequality is multidimensional. 
Inequality manifests on the basis of multiple aspects of identity and in multiple structures, 
institutions, and organizations. Issues of intersectionality – of gender, sexuality and sexual 
orientation, class, race, indigeneity, religion, ethno-nation group so on – along with global 
power imbalances between North and South, political regimes and welfare state traditions, 
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and culture and normative dimensions make gender inequality in all its aspects challenging 
to solve.  
Drawing on a variety of political science and other social science research, the first part of 
the course focuses on examining various aspects of gender-based inequality; the second 
part critically examines some contemporary policy solutions. Canada, at points, provides an 
anchor point for comparative discussion but, as much as possible, the comparative lens is 
used to critically reflect on the varieties of lived experiences (and thus positions of 
advantage and disadvantage) of women, girls, and racialized and LGBTQ+ people around 
the world.  
 
By the end of this course students will:  

• Gain a broader and deeper understanding of the role that gender plays in 
politics and policy-making in comparative cross-national context 
• Apply political science theory and analysis to understand the multiple 
aspects of gender inequality (such as comparative analysis; intersectional analysis; 
structural and institutional analysis) 
• Develop critical analytic skills and techniques to analyze policies and reflect 
on possible policy solutions using multiple lens. 

  
Please note that the course material includes challenging topics and course material that 
some students may find disturbing and/or traumatizing or may evoke strong emotional 
reactions. Recognizing that we all come at this material from different perspectives and 
lived experiences, I encourage the cultivation of an atmosphere of mutual respect and 
sensitivity throughout the course. 
 
 
COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND LEARNING  
 
Your final grade will be determined by your performance in these areas: 
 

1. Reading journal (10%) 
2. Discussion posts (5%) 
3. Class participation (15%) 
4. Midterm test (30%) OCTOBER 25 (first hour of class) 
5. Final essay proposal and draft bibliography (10%) DUE November 15, 2018 
6. Final essay (30%) DUE Wednesday December 5, 2018 

 
This course is designed to be an introductory course on gender, politics, and public policy. 
It cannot cover everything related to these topics in 12 two-hour classes, over 13 weeks 
(note that there is no class during the fall Reading Week); we can merely scratch the 
surface on these issues. I hope students are inspired to go beyond the course material and 
continue their learning well beyond this 12-week introductory course. To that end, in 
addition to the required weekly readings, the syllabus lists a number of additional (non-
mandatory) readings and other resources, should you want to explore a topic in further 
depth and that may be helpful in writing the final essay.  
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All the readings are readily available via the University of Toronto online library system or 
as otherwise indicated. Links are provided to electronic copies of journal articles and book 
chapters. In the event a link does not work, simply googling the title should provide access 
to readings (sign into the library with a UTOR id if using a computer off campus).  
 
The required readings provide the foundation for the learning in the course. They 
comprise a mix of academic journal articles and book chapters as well some high quality 
journalism. Students should complete all the required readings before class, reading closely 
and with a critical eye, and should be prepared to discuss and analyze the major concepts 
and issues raised in the material in class. 
 

1. Reading journal (10%): 
 
In order to help you keep up with the readings and practice reading critically, you will keep 
a reading journal over the course of the term. The reading journal entries are designed to 
help you learn to map the arguments in the required readings, which will also help you 
develop your own arguments and analyses.  
 
Each reading journal entry is a maximum of 250 words (anything longer will be marked as 
0) and it includes the following:  
1. Thesis of the reading (1-2 sentences)  
2. Description of 1-2 arguments made in support of the thesis (1-2 sentences each).  
3. Description of the evidence that supports the arguments (1-2 sentences each).  
4. A criticism of or question about the reading (1-2 sentences)  
 
You must complete 5 (FIVE) journal entries over the course of the term (max 1 per week; 
weeks 2-12). When there is more than one reading for the week you may choose one of the 
readings to do the journal on (PLEASE NOTE: you are still responsible for reading the 
material that you do not include in your journal). Journal entries must be uploaded to 
Quercus before the start of lecture for the week or they will not be accepted.  
 
The reading journals are primarily for you to practice reading like a social scientist and to 
help you keep up on your reading over the course of the term. THESE ARE EASY MARKS TO 
ACHIEVE. Keeping up like this and having a summary of the term’s reading will help you 
significantly on preparing for exams. Each entry in the journal is worth 2% and will receive 
a grade as follows: 
 
2 = excellent; journal entry is complete and done with some thought.  
1 = fair; journal entry is complete but appears rushed with only some thought in evidence. 
0 = journal entry is incomplete, late, or shows no thought.  
 

2. Discussion posts (5%) 
 
This class will use the Discussion function on Quercus to encourage students to share news 
stories, reports, data, and so on related to the course themes. Five (5) times in the 
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semester, students are required to post either: a story from a reputable newspaper 
(including online newspaper); a recently released government or non-governmental 
organization/international organization report; new data repository; newsworthy video; 
or relevant social media thread. THESE ARE EASY MARKS TO ACHIEVE: each posting earns 
one (1) point. Irrelevant posts or those from disreputable websites and sources earn 0. This 
assignment allows us to contribute collectively to knowledge accumulation and to keep up 
with current events related to gender, politics, and public policy.  
 
The University of Toronto library services has a number of links re: how to evaluate news 
sources e.g.: “How do I spot fake news?” https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/faq/how-
do-i-spot-fake-news ; and W. Brock MacDonald’s “Researching Using the Internet”:  
http://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/researching/research-using-internet/  
 

3. Class participation (15%) 
 
Students are expected to attend every class, and actively participate in class discussions. 
Active participation involves 1) preparing for each class in advance by doing the readings, 
taking notes, and formulating questions; 2) bringing course materials (readings, 
notebooks) with you to class; 3) actively listening to class discussion; 4) sharing your own 
insights; 5) posing questions, raising weaknesses in an argument, or drawing connections 
between concepts; 6) seeking the opinion of others or drawing others into discussion; 7) 
participating in in-class work (e.g. one minute essays). I take notes on these aspects of your 
class participation and engagement, and record your grade accordingly. If participation in 
class discussions is difficult for you, you must come see me during my office hours. 
 
Please note that I am committed to creating and fostering a positive learning environment 
based on open communication, mutual respect, and inclusion. In this course, each voice in 
the classroom has something of value to contribute. I thus encourage in all forms of course 
communication, both within and outside the classroom, to respect the different 
experiences, beliefs and values expressed by fellow students, faculty members, any guest 
speakers, and the graduate teaching assistant. 
 
I also encourage students to observe some basic rules of etiquette in the classroom, such as 
arriving on time, avoiding the use of electronic devices other than for note taking, and so 
on.  
 
Please let me know if the name on the official course registration list does not for any 
reason match the name by which you would like to be addressed. If you have pronouns by 
which you would like to be addressed, please let me know. 
 

4. Take Home/In Class Midterm Exam (30%) 
 
For this assignment, students will prepare three (3) 5-6 paragraph argumentative essays in 
response to questions that will be handed out a few weeks before the mid-term. These 
essays will serve as the study guide. For each essay, you must advance an argument that 
directly addresses the questions. This argument must be clear and coherent and supported 

https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/faq/how-do-i-spot-fake-news
https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/faq/how-do-i-spot-fake-news
http://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/researching/research-using-internet/
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by evidence from at least three (3) course texts per question. You may not use the exact 
same readings for each question. Each article or chapter counts as 1 reading. You must 
paraphrase and directly quote the readings. The essay must be organized and demonstrate 
university-level writing. Then, on the day of the mid-term, students MUST submit their 
study guides at the beginning of class and write TWO of the three essays without notes or 
readings at their disposal (just like a normal in-class exam). You will not know in advance 
which 2 questions I will pick for you to respond to in class. I will not grade the content of 
study guides, only that you submitted them. Failure to submit the study guide results in a 
10% deduction from your exam grade. I will only evaluate the content of the in-class 
essays.  
 

5. Final essay proposal and tentative bibliography (10%) 
6. Final essay  (30%) 

 
The final essay builds on the learning you have done over the course of the semester to 
critically examine a particular aspect of gender equality in more depth.  
 
The topic of the final essay is as follows: 
 
Choose ONE policy challenge that relates to gender inequality and the range of policy 
solutions that have been proposed to deal with the challenge. How, and how well does the 
policy solutions address the problem that you have identified? 
 
The final essay should conform to the learning goals of the course: that is, it must 
theoretically grounded in the core themes of the course; engage with the conceptual and 
analytic material; be explicitly comparative; and be policy oriented. 
 
The final essay is comprised of two components: a one-page (double-spaced) proposal and 
draft bibliography, due November 15, 2018 (11:59 pm); and the final essay, due December 
5, 2018 (11:59 pm). The final essay should be between 10-12 double spaced pages, use 12-
point font, with 1 inch margins and include page numbers. Please submit your assignments 
in Word to Quercus. 
 
The proposal must contain the following components: 
 

• A title for your essay 
• A statement of your research topic (that is, what problem, and tentatively, 
what solution(s)) 
• A tentative thesis statement (that is, your position or answer to the essay 
question), with some reference to the jurisdictions you are thinking of including 
• A brief description of the theories and the approaches you will draw on to 
advance your argument 
• A brief description of the sources of evidence you will use to make your 
argument 
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• A draft bibliography in addition to the one-page proposal of possible sources 
(academic articles, books, government reports, data sets) 

 
The final essay MUST contain the following components: 
 

• Clear identification of the policy challenge as well as a clear rationale for the 
choice (e.g. some might choose to focus on a problem that is easily addressed and 
thus the rationale is this is “low hanging fruit”; others might focus on a policy 
challenge because it has proven to be intractable). 

 
• A clear statement about scope of the policy challenge, backed up with 
empirical evidence (is this a global challenge; pertinent to only some countries, 
regions; highly localized) 

 
• A clear articulation of the social as well as political institutional context, that 
is, which levels/branches of governance are responsible (international; national; 
regional; local; legislative; executive; judicial; non-governmental), which civil 
society organizations, and so on. 

 
• A clear statement of the range of policy solutions that have been proposed, 
and the criteria you use to assess the effectiveness and appropriateness of the policy 
solutions. 

 
Some helpful tips: 
 
State the thesis clearly at the outset of your essay, and use the remainder of your essay to 
present evidence that supports this thesis. Your thesis and the evidence that you provide 
should be logical, persuasive, and well-reasoned. 
 
Write the paper in your own words. Do not rely on lengthy quotations, closely 
paraphrased passages, or a series of pasted-together quotes from several sources. Instead, 
synthesize the arguments that others make into a single central thesis of your own 
creation. 
 
Cite sources using a consistently applied citation system. Be sure to including specific page 
references when drawing on authors’ specific arguments.  
 
Include a bibliography that lists all of the sources you have used in your essay.  
 
Proofread your essay. It should be free of grammatical and typographical errors.  
 
Include a title, your name and your student number at the top of your essay or on a 
separate cover page.
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Schedule of Readings  
 
Week 1 - September 6 - Introduction: situating the policy challenge(s) in global 
context and using various metrics 
 
Read the syllabus plus: 
 
Celis, Karen et al., “Gender and Politics: A Gendered World, A Gendered Discipline.” In The 
Oxford Handbook of Gender and Politics. Eds. Georgina Waylen et al. Oxford: Oxford UP: 1-
26 (eBook 
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb
/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457) 
 
Melling, Louise. 2018. “12 Things Other Countries Have Done to Promote Gender Equity.” 
American Civil Liberties Union (13 August). Online: https://www.aclu.org/blog/womens-
rights/12-things-other-countries-have-done-promote-gender-equity (online) 
 
ONE. 2018. “Can You Spot the Real Sexist Laws?” Quiz. Online: 
https://sexistlaws.one.org/?source=homepage&utm_source=homepage&hootPostID=4a8d
6a170d3b043c96c5d9d91166c45f (online) 
 
 
Additional data resources (online): 
 
International Labour Organization. Gender equality initiative: 
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/equality-and-discrimination/gender-equality/lang--
en/index.htm  
 
United Nations Development Programme. Gender Inequality Index: 
http://hdr.undp.org/en/composite/GII  
 
United Nations Statistics Division. The World’s Women 2015: 
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/gender/worldswomen.html  
 
UN Women. Global Gender Equality Constitutional Database: 
http://constitutions.unwomen.org/en  
 
World Bank. Gender Data Portal: http://datatopics.worldbank.org/gender/  
 
World Economic Forum. Global Gender Gap Data Explorer: 
http://reports.weforum.org/global-gender-gap-report-2017/dataexplorer/#economy=null  
 
WORLD Policy Analysis Center (laws and social policies around the globe): 
https://www.worldpolicycenter.org/  
 

http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457
https://www.aclu.org/blog/womens-rights/12-things-other-countries-have-done-promote-gender-equity
https://www.aclu.org/blog/womens-rights/12-things-other-countries-have-done-promote-gender-equity
https://sexistlaws.one.org/?source=homepage&utm_source=homepage&hootPostID=4a8d6a170d3b043c96c5d9d91166c45f
https://sexistlaws.one.org/?source=homepage&utm_source=homepage&hootPostID=4a8d6a170d3b043c96c5d9d91166c45f
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/equality-and-discrimination/gender-equality/lang--en/index.htm
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/equality-and-discrimination/gender-equality/lang--en/index.htm
http://hdr.undp.org/en/composite/GII
https://unstats.un.org/unsd/gender/worldswomen.html
http://constitutions.unwomen.org/en
http://datatopics.worldbank.org/gender/
http://reports.weforum.org/global-gender-gap-report-2017/dataexplorer/#economy=null
https://www.worldpolicycenter.org/
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Women in Canada: A Statistical Report: https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/89-503-x/89-
503-x2015001-eng.htm 
 
 
Week 2 - September 13 – Theorizing gender inequality – identity, intersectionality, 
and the complexities of different lived experiences 
 
Hawkesworth, Mary. 2013. “Sex, Gender, and Sexuality: From Naturalized Presumption to 
Analytical Categories.” In The Oxford Handbook of Gender and Politics. Eds. Georgina Waylen 
et al. Oxford: Oxford UP: 31-56 (eBook 
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb
/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457)  
 
Collins, Patricia Hill. 2015. “Intersectionality’s Definitional Dilemmas.” Annual Review of 
Sociology 41: 1-20 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/03600572/v41in
one/1_idd.xml) 
 
Davis, Heath Fogg. 2014. “Sex-Classification Policies as Transgender Discrimination: An 
Intersectional Critique.” Perspectives on Politics 12, 1: 45-60 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v12i0
001/45_spatdaic.xml )  
 
 
Additional resources: 
 
Abdelal, Rawi, et al. 2006. “Identity as a Variable.” Perspectives on Politics 4, 4: 695-711. 
(Journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v04i0004
/695_iaav.xml ) 
 
Sen, Maya, and Omar Wasow. 2016. “Race as a ‘Bundle of Sticks’: Designs that Estimate Effects 
of Seemingly Immutable Characteristics.” Annual Review of Political Science 19: 499-522 
(journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10942939/v19inone
/499_raaboseeosic.xml )  
 
 
Week 3 - September 20 – Economic and structural barriers to gender equality: 
poverty, access to education, health care, and related services 
 
Kabeer, Naila. 2015. “Gender, Poverty, and Inequality: A Brief History of Feminist 
Contributions in the Field of International Development.” Gender and Development 23, 2: 
189-205 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/13552074/v23i0
002/189_gpaiabitfoid.xml ) 

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/89-503-x/89-503-x2015001-eng.htm
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/89-503-x/89-503-x2015001-eng.htm
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/03600572/v41inone/1_idd.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/03600572/v41inone/1_idd.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v12i0001/45_spatdaic.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v12i0001/45_spatdaic.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v04i0004/695_iaav.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v04i0004/695_iaav.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10942939/v19inone/499_raaboseeosic.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10942939/v19inone/499_raaboseeosic.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/13552074/v23i0002/189_gpaiabitfoid.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/13552074/v23i0002/189_gpaiabitfoid.xml
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McCleary-Sills, Jennifer, et al. 2015. “Child Marriage: A Critical Barrier to Girls’ Schooling 
and Gender Equality in Education.” The Review of Faith & International Affairs 13, 3: 69-80 
(journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15570274/v13i0
003/69_cmacbtsageie.xml ) 
 
Nolen, Stephanie. 2012. “India’s Improbable Champion of Affordable Feminine Hygiene.” 
The Globe and Mail (October 3) (online 
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/indias-improbable-champion-for-
affordable-feminine-hygiene/article4587288/ (online) 
 
 
Additional resources: 
 
Hanmer, Lucia, and Jeni Klugman. 2016. “Exploring Women’s Agency and Empowerment in 
Developing Countries: Where Do We Stand?” Feminist Economics 22, 1: 237-263 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/13545701/v22i0001
/237_ewaaeidcwdws.xml )  
 
Larson, Elizabeth et al. 2016. “10 Best Resources on…Intersectionality with an Emphasis on 
Low- and Middle-Income Countries.” Health Policy and Planning 31: 94-969 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/02681080/v31i0008
/964_1broiweolamc.xml ) 
 
UNESCO. 2018. Gender Review: Meeting Our Commitments to Gender Equality in Education. 
Global Education Monitoring Report. Paris: UNESCO: 
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0026/002615/261593E.pdf/ (online) 
  
 
Week 4 - September 27 –Political violence, conflict, and variation in human rights 
regimes 
 
Wood, Elisabeth. 2006. "Variation in Sexual Violence during War." Politics & Society 34, 3: 
307-42 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00323292/v34i0
003/307_visvdw.xml ) 
 
Taub, Ben. 2017. “Journey of a Trafficked Girl.” New Yorker  (April 10) (online 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/04/10/the-desperate-journey-of-a-
trafficked-girl ) 
 
Cassola, Adèle, Amy Raub, Danielle Foley, and Jody Heymann. 2014. “Where Do Women 
Stand? New Evidence on the Presence and Absence of Gender Equality in the World’s 
Constitutions.” Politics and Gender 10: 200-235 (journal 

http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15570274/v13i0003/69_cmacbtsageie.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15570274/v13i0003/69_cmacbtsageie.xml
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/indias-improbable-champion-for-affordable-feminine-hygiene/article4587288/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/indias-improbable-champion-for-affordable-feminine-hygiene/article4587288/
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/13545701/v22i0001/237_ewaaeidcwdws.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/13545701/v22i0001/237_ewaaeidcwdws.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/02681080/v31i0008/964_1broiweolamc.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/02681080/v31i0008/964_1broiweolamc.xml
http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0026/002615/261593E.pdf/
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00323292/v34i0003/307_visvdw.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00323292/v34i0003/307_visvdw.xml
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/04/10/the-desperate-journey-of-a-trafficked-girl
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2017/04/10/the-desperate-journey-of-a-trafficked-girl
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http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1743923x/v10i0
002/200_wdwsnegeitwc.xml ) 
 
Heymann, Jody and David Godfrey. 2017. “LGBT Rights in National Constitutions – Would 
They Make a Difference in the US and Globally?” HuffPost (December 6) (online 
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/dr-jody-heymann/lgbt-rights-in-national-
c_b_10663918.html ) linking to a larger study listed below 
 
 
Additional resources: 
 
Bell, Sam R. et al. 2018. “U.N. Peackeeping Forces and the Demand for Sex Trafficking.” 
International Studies Quarterly 1-13 (journal https://doi.org/10.1093/isq/sqy017) 
 
Raub, Amy, Adèle Cassola, Isabel Latz, and Jody Heymann. 2016. “Protections of Equal Rights 
Across Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity: An Analysis of 193 National Constitutions.” 
Yale Journal of Law and Feminism 28: 149-169 (journal  
http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/yjlf/vol28/iss1/ ) 
  
National Inquiry Into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls (Canada): 
http://www.mmiwg-ffada.ca/  
 
UN Human Rights Council. 2017. Impact of multiple and intersecting forms of discrimination 
and violence in the context of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related 
intolerance on the full enjoyment of all human rights by women and girls, 21 April 
2017, A/HRC/35/10, available at: http://www.refworld.org/docid/593a6b004.html  (online) 
 
 
Week 5 – October 4 –How do politics and political leadership affect gender equality 
[GUEST LECTURE] 
 
Brescoll, Victoria L. 2016. “Leading with their Hearts? How Gender Stereotypes of Emotion 
Lead to Biased Evaluations of Female Leaders.” The Leadership Quarterly 27, 3: 415-28 
(journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10489843/v27i0
003/415_lwthhgtbeofl.xml ) 
 
Jalalzai, Farida. 2016. “Shattered Not Cracked: The Effect of Women’s Executive 
Leadership.” Journal of Women, Politics & Policy 37,4: 439-463 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1554477x/v37i0
004/439_sncteowel.xml )  
 
Kittilson, Miki Caul. 2008. “Representing Women: The Adoption of Family Leave in 
Comparative Perspective.” Journal of Politics 70, 2: 323-334 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00223816/v70i0
002/323_rwtaoflicp.xml ) 

http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1743923x/v10i0002/200_wdwsnegeitwc.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1743923x/v10i0002/200_wdwsnegeitwc.xml
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/dr-jody-heymann/lgbt-rights-in-national-c_b_10663918.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/dr-jody-heymann/lgbt-rights-in-national-c_b_10663918.html
https://doi.org/10.1093/isq/sqy017
http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/yjlf/vol28/iss1/
http://www.mmiwg-ffada.ca/
http://www.refworld.org/docid/593a6b004.html
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10489843/v27i0003/415_lwthhgtbeofl.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10489843/v27i0003/415_lwthhgtbeofl.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1554477x/v37i0004/439_sncteowel.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1554477x/v37i0004/439_sncteowel.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00223816/v70i0002/323_rwtaoflicp.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00223816/v70i0002/323_rwtaoflicp.xml
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Additional Resources: 
 
Jacob, Suraj, John A. Scherpereel, and Melinda Adams. 2014. “Gender Norms and Women’s 
Political Representation: A Global Analysis of Cabinets, 1979-2009.” Governance 27, 2: 321-
345 (journal https://onlinelibrary-wiley-
com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/doi/abs/10.1111/gove.12044 ) 
 
Kittilson, Miki Caul. 2011. “Women, Parties and Platforms in Post-industrial Democracies.” 
Party Politics 17, 1: 66-92 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/13540688/v17i0001
/66_wpapipd.xml ) 
 
Tremblay, Manon and Réjean Pelletier. 2000. “More Feminists or More Women? Descriptive 
and Substantive Representation of women in the 1997 Canadian Federal Elections.” 21, 4: 
381-405 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/01925121/v21i0004
/381_mfomwdit1cfe.xml ) 
  
 
Week 6 – October 11 – Economic and labour market challenges: global wage gaps, 
occupation segregation, workplace harassment, employment discrimination, and 
work/family life 
 
Ferguson, Lucy. 2013. “Gender, Work, and the Sexual Division of Labor.” In  The Oxford 
Handbook of Gender and Politics. Eds. Georgina Waylen et al. Oxford: Oxford UP: 337-363 
(eBook 
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb
/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457) 
 
McIntyre, Catherine. 2018. “Why Do Men Make More Money Than Women?” Maclean’s 
(February 8) (online https://www.macleans.ca/society/why-do-men-make-more-money-
than-women/ ) 
 
O’Reilly, Jacqueline Mark Smith, Simon Deakin, Brendan Burchell. 2015. “Equal Pay as a 
Moving Target.” Cambridge Journal of Economics, 39, 2: 299–317 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/0309166x/v39i0
002/299_epaamtoatgpg.xml ) 
 
 
Additional resources: 
Hartley, Gemma. 2017. “Women Aren’t Nags – We’re Just Fed Up.” Harper’s Bazaar (Sept 27) 
(online https://www.harpersbazaar.com/culture/features/a12063822/emotional-labor-
gender-equality/ ) 
 

https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/doi/abs/10.1111/gove.12044
https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/doi/abs/10.1111/gove.12044
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/13540688/v17i0001/66_wpapipd.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/13540688/v17i0001/66_wpapipd.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/01925121/v21i0004/381_mfomwdit1cfe.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/01925121/v21i0004/381_mfomwdit1cfe.xml
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457
https://www.macleans.ca/society/why-do-men-make-more-money-than-women/
https://www.macleans.ca/society/why-do-men-make-more-money-than-women/
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/0309166x/v39i0002/299_epaamtoatgpg.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/0309166x/v39i0002/299_epaamtoatgpg.xml
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/culture/features/a12063822/emotional-labor-gender-equality/
https://www.harpersbazaar.com/culture/features/a12063822/emotional-labor-gender-equality/
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Moyser, Melissa and Amanda Burlock. 2018. Time Use: Total Work Burden, Unpaid Work, and 
Leisure. Women in Canada: A Gender-based Statistical Report Cat No 89-503-X (online 
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/89-503-x/2015001/article/54931-eng.htm ) 
 
OECD. 2018. Is the Last Mile the Longest? Economic Gains from Gender Equality in Nordic 
Countries. Paris: OECD (online https://doi.org/10.1787/9789264300040-en 
 
 
Week 7 – October 18 - New frontiers in employment: the digital economy, the gig 
economy, and precarity in employment 
 
Alfrey, Lauren and France Winddance Twine. 2017. “Gender-Fluid Geek Girls: Negotiating 
Inequality Regimes in the Tech Industry.” Gender and Society 31, 1: 28-50 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/08912432/v31i0
001/28_ggg.xml ) 
 
Barzilay, Arianne Renan and Anat Ben-David. 2017. “Platform Inequality: Gender in the Gig-
Economy.” Seton Hall Law Review 47: 393-431 (journal 
https://heinonline.org/HOL/Page?handle=hein.journals/shlr47&div=15&id=&page=&coll
ection=journals ) 
 
Rosenblat, Alex. 2018. “There’s An App for Wrecking Nannies’ Lives.” New York Times (July 
12) (online https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/12/opinion/gig-economy-domestic-
workers-uber.html ) 
 
 
Additional Resources: 
 
Aronson, Louise. 2014. “The Future of Robot Caregivers.” New York Times (July 19) (online 
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/opinion/sunday/the-future-of-robot-
caregivers.html?ref=todayspaper&_r=0 ) 
 
Aviv, Rachel. 2016. “The Cost of Caring: The Lives of the Immigrant Women Who Tend to the 
Needs of Others.” New Yorker (April 11) (online 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/04/11/the-sacrifices-of-an-immigrant-
caregiver)  
 
Cook, Cody, Rebecca Diamond, et al. 2018. “The Gender Earnings Gap in the Gig Economy: 
Evidence from over a Million Rideshare Drivers.” Stanford Business Working Paper No. 3637 
(online: https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/faculty-research/working-papers/gender-earnings-
gap-gig-economy-evidence-over-million-rideshare ) 
 
Lutz, Helma. 2018. "Care Migration: The Connectivity between Care Chains, Care Circulation 
and Transnational Social Inequality." Current Sociology 66, 4: 577-89 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00113921/v66i0004
/577_cmtcbcccatsi.xml ) 

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/89-503-x/2015001/article/54931-eng.htm
https://doi.org/10.1787/9789264300040-en
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/08912432/v31i0001/28_ggg.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/08912432/v31i0001/28_ggg.xml
https://heinonline.org/HOL/Page?handle=hein.journals/shlr47&div=15&id=&page=&collection=journals
https://heinonline.org/HOL/Page?handle=hein.journals/shlr47&div=15&id=&page=&collection=journals
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/12/opinion/gig-economy-domestic-workers-uber.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/12/opinion/gig-economy-domestic-workers-uber.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/opinion/sunday/the-future-of-robot-caregivers.html?ref=todayspaper&_r=0
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/opinion/sunday/the-future-of-robot-caregivers.html?ref=todayspaper&_r=0
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/04/11/the-sacrifices-of-an-immigrant-caregiver
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/04/11/the-sacrifices-of-an-immigrant-caregiver
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/faculty-research/working-papers/gender-earnings-gap-gig-economy-evidence-over-million-rideshare
https://www.gsb.stanford.edu/faculty-research/working-papers/gender-earnings-gap-gig-economy-evidence-over-million-rideshare
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00113921/v66i0004/577_cmtcbcccatsi.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00113921/v66i0004/577_cmtcbcccatsi.xml
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OECD. 2017. “Going Digital: The Future of Work for Women.” Policy Brief on The Future of 
Work. Paris: OECD (online http://www.oecd.org/employment/Going-Digital-the-Future-of-
Work-for-Women.pdf) 
 
 
CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF POLICY SOLUTIONS 
 
Week 8 – October 25 - The Role of IOs and transnational policy actors/advocates 
 
NOTE: MID-TERM IN THE FIRST HOUR OF CLASS 
 
Raday, Frances. 2012. “Gender and Democratic Citizenship: The Impact of CEDAW.” ICON 
10, 2: 512-530 (journal https://academic.oup.com/icon/article-
abstract/10/2/512/666068 ) 
 
Zwingel, Susanne. 2012. “How Do Norms Travel? Theorizing International Women's Rights 
in Transnational Perspective.” International Studies Quarterly 56, 1: 115–129 (https://doi-
org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1111/j.1468-2478.2011.00701.x ) 
 
White, Linda A. 2017. “Which Ideas, Whose Norms? Comparing the Relative Influence of IOs 
on Paid Maternity/Parental Policies in Liberal Welfare States.” Social Politics 24, 1: 55-80 
(journal https://doi-org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1093/sp/jxw010) 
 
 
Additional Resources: 
 
G7. 2018. Recommendations from the Gender Equality Advisory Council for Canada’s G7 
Presidency (online https://g7.gc.ca/en/g7-presidency/gender-equality-advisory-
council/recommendations/ ) 
 
UN Women. 2018. Beijing + 20. UN Women (online http://beijing20.unwomen.org/en ) 
 
World Bank Group. 2015. World Bank Group Gender Strategy (FY16-23): Gender Equality, 
Poverty Reduction, and Inclusive Growth. Washington, DC: Author. Online: 
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/23425.  
 
 
Week 9 – November 1 – Political regimes, welfare states and social provision  
 
Tripp, Aili Mari. 2013. “Political Systems and Gender.” In The Oxford Handbook of Gender 
and Politics. Eds. Georgina Waylen et al. Oxford: Oxford UP: 514-535 (eBook 
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb
/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457) 
 

https://academic.oup.com/icon/article-abstract/10/2/512/666068
https://academic.oup.com/icon/article-abstract/10/2/512/666068
https://doi-org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1111/j.1468-2478.2011.00701.x
https://doi-org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1111/j.1468-2478.2011.00701.x
https://doi-org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1093/sp/jxw010
https://g7.gc.ca/en/g7-presidency/gender-equality-advisory-council/recommendations/
https://g7.gc.ca/en/g7-presidency/gender-equality-advisory-council/recommendations/
http://beijing20.unwomen.org/en
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/23425
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199751457.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199751457
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 Detraz, Nicole and Sursun Peksen. 2018. “ ‘Women Friendly’ Spending? Welfare Spending 
and Women’s Participation in the Economy and Politics.” Politics and Gender 14: 137-161 
(journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1743923x/v14i0
002/137_fswsawpiteap.xml ) 
 
Morgan, Kimberly J. 2005. “The ‘Production’ of Child Care: How Labor Markets Shape Social 
Policy and Vice Versa.” Social Politics 12, 2: 243–263 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10724745/v12i0
002/243_tocchlsspavv.xml ) 
 
 
Additional resources: 
 
Blofield, Merike and Juliana Martinez-Franzoni. 2015. “Maternalism, Co-responsibility, and 
Social Equity: A Typology of Work–Family Policies.” Social Politics 22, 1: 38-59 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10724745/v22i0001
/38_mcaseatowp.xml ) 
 
Htun, Mala and Laurel Weldon. 2010. “When Do Governments Promote Women’s Rights? A  
Framework for the Comparative Analysis of Sex Equality Policy.” Perspectives on Politics 8, 1: 
207-216 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v08i0001
/207_wdgpwrcaosep.xml ) 
 
Korpi, Walter , Tommy Ferrarini and Stefan Englund. 2013. “Women's Opportunities under 
Different Family Policy Constellations: Gender, Class, and Inequality Tradeoffs in Western 
Countries Re-examined.” Social Politics 20, 1: 1-40 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10724745/v20i0001
/1_woudfpitiwcr.xml ) 
 
 
READING WEEK – November 8 – NO CLASS 
 
 
Week 10 – November 15 – Quotas and other mechanisms to achieve greater diversity 
in elected office and administration  ESSAY PROPOSALS DUE 
 
Clayton, Amanda and Pär Zetterberg. 2018. “Quota Shocks: Electoral Gender Quotas and 
Government Spending Priorities Worldwide.” The Journal of Politics 80, 3: 916-932(journal 
https://www-journals-uchicago-edu.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/doi/10.1086/697251)  
 
Krook, Mona Lena and Pippa Norris. 2014. “Beyond Quotas: Strategies to Promote Gender 
Equality in Elected Office.” Political Studies 62, 1: 2-120 (journal https://doi-
org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1111/1467-9248.12116 ) 
 

http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1743923x/v14i0002/137_fswsawpiteap.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1743923x/v14i0002/137_fswsawpiteap.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10724745/v12i0002/243_tocchlsspavv.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10724745/v12i0002/243_tocchlsspavv.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10724745/v22i0001/38_mcaseatowp.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10724745/v22i0001/38_mcaseatowp.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v08i0001/207_wdgpwrcaosep.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v08i0001/207_wdgpwrcaosep.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10724745/v20i0001/1_woudfpitiwcr.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/10724745/v20i0001/1_woudfpitiwcr.xml
https://www-journals-uchicago-edu.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/doi/10.1086/697251
https://doi-org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1111/1467-9248.12116
https://doi-org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/10.1111/1467-9248.12116
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McKenna, Catherine and Reva Seth. 2014. “Op Ed: Family and Politics in Balance.” Ottawa 
Citizen (May 17) (online http://www.ottawacitizen.com/life/story.html?id=9846416 ) 
 
Piscopo, Jennifer M. and Susan Clark Muntean. 2018. “Corporate Quotas and Symbolic 
Politics in Advanced Democracies.” Journal of Women, Politics, and Policy 39, 3: 285-309 
(journal https://journals-scholarsportal-
info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/browse?uri=/1554477x ) 
 
 
Additional Resources: 
 
Equal Voice Canada (online https://www.equalvoice.ca/ ) 
 
Krook, Mona Lena. 2006. “Reforming Representation: The Diffusion of Candidate Gender 
Quotas Worldwide.” Politics and Gender 2: 303-327 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1743923x/v02i0003
/303_rrtdocgqw.xml ) 
 
O’Brien, Diana Z. and Johanna Rickne. 2016. “Gender Quotas and Women’s Political 
Leadership.” American Political Science Review 110, 1: 112-126 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00030554/v110i000
1/112_gqawpl.xml ) 
 
 
Week 11 – November 22 - Nudges, gender-based budgeting and other elements of 
policy design  
 
Waylen, Georgina. 2018. “Nudges for Gender Equality? What Can Behaviour Change Offer 
Gender and Politics?” European Journal of Politics and Gender 1, 1-2: 167-183 (journal 
https://doi.org/10.1332/251510818X15272520831229 ) 
 
Dobbin, Frank and Alexandra Kalev. 2016. “Why Diversity Programs Fail.” Harvard Business 
Review (July-August) (online  https://hbr.org/2016/07/why-diversity-programs-fail ) 
 
Lipman, Joanne. 2015. “Let’s Expose the Gender Pay Gap.” New York Times (August 13) 
(online https://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/13/opinion/lets-expose-the-gender-pay-
gap.html?smprod=nytcore-iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share ) 
 
Tunney, Catharine and Susan Lunn. 2018. “How Bill Morneau May Use Sweden’s Gender-
Balanced Snow-Clearing to Adjust Canadian Budgets.” CBC News (January 22) (online 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/gender-analysis-budget-snow-sweden-1.4494640 ) 
 
 
Additional resources: 
 
Bohnet, Iris. 2016. Gender Equality by Design. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press. 

http://www.ottawacitizen.com/life/story.html?id=9846416
https://journals-scholarsportal-info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/browse?uri=/1554477x
https://journals-scholarsportal-info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/browse?uri=/1554477x
https://www.equalvoice.ca/
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1743923x/v02i0003/303_rrtdocgqw.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/1743923x/v02i0003/303_rrtdocgqw.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00030554/v110i0001/112_gqawpl.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/00030554/v110i0001/112_gqawpl.xml
https://doi.org/10.1332/251510818X15272520831229
https://hbr.org/2016/07/why-diversity-programs-fail
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/13/opinion/lets-expose-the-gender-pay-gap.html?smprod=nytcore-iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/13/opinion/lets-expose-the-gender-pay-gap.html?smprod=nytcore-iphone&smid=nytcore-iphone-share
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/gender-analysis-budget-snow-sweden-1.4494640
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N.A. 2017. “Making Women Count: Why Governments Should Introduce Gender Budgeting” 
The Economist (February 23) (online 
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2017/02/23/why-governments-should-introduce-
gender-budgeting ) 
 
Government of Canada. 2017. “Chapter 5 – Equal Opportunity: Budget 2017’s Gender 
Statement.” Budget Plan (online : http://www.budget.gc.ca/2017/docs/plan/chap-05-
en.html#Toc477707505 ) 
 
Ontario Ministry of Labour. 2018. “Ontario First Province to Pass Pay Transparency 
Legislation.” News Release (April 26). Link to act: 
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/s18005 ) 
 
 
Week 12 – November 29 – Courts, litigation, and alliances with other civil society 
actors 
 
Luna, Zakiya and Kristin Luker. 2013. “Reproductive Justice.” Annual Review of Law and 
Social Science 9: 327-352 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15503585/v9ino
ne/327_rj.xml ) 
 
Verloo, Mieke. 2013. “Intersectional and Cross-Movement Politics and Policies: Reflections 
on Current Practices and Debates.” Signs 38, 4: 893-915 (journal https://www-jstor-
org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/stable/10.1086/669572?pq-
origsite=summon&seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents ) 
 
 
Additional resources: 
 
Kang, Alice J. and Aili Mari Tripp. 2018. “Coalitions Matter: Citizenship, Women, and Quota 
Adoption in Africa.” Perspectives on Politics 16, 1: 73-91 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v16i0001
/73_cmcwaqaia.xml ) 
 
Tripp, Aili Mari. 2015. “The Difference That Difference Makes: Comparative Perspectives on 
Concepts of Gender, Ethnicity, and Race.” Politics, Groups, and Identities 4, 2: 307-324 (journal 
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/21565503/v04i0002
/307_cpocogear.xml ) 
 
 
 
 
COURSE POLICIES 
 

https://www.economist.com/leaders/2017/02/23/why-governments-should-introduce-gender-budgeting
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2017/02/23/why-governments-should-introduce-gender-budgeting
http://www.budget.gc.ca/2017/docs/plan/chap-05-en.html#Toc477707505
http://www.budget.gc.ca/2017/docs/plan/chap-05-en.html#Toc477707505
https://www.ontario.ca/laws/statute/s18005
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15503585/v9inone/327_rj.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15503585/v9inone/327_rj.xml
https://www-jstor-org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/stable/10.1086/669572?pq-origsite=summon&seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
https://www-jstor-org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/stable/10.1086/669572?pq-origsite=summon&seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
https://www-jstor-org.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/stable/10.1086/669572?pq-origsite=summon&seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v16i0001/73_cmcwaqaia.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/15375927/v16i0001/73_cmcwaqaia.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/21565503/v04i0002/307_cpocogear.xml
http://resolver.scholarsportal.info.myaccess.library.utoronto.ca/resolve/21565503/v04i0002/307_cpocogear.xml
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Communication 
 
I encourage students to speak with me about the course and assignments during my office 
hours, or by appointment, if you cannot make the weekly office hours. Please email me to 
set up an alternative time. I check my email regularly during working hours (weekdays 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) and I will try my best to respond within 24 hours during this time 
period. Response times will be longer on evenings and weekends. If you have questions on 
the material covered in the course, please come to my office hours or set up an 
appointment with me as it is difficult to answer via email any substantive questions on 
material covered in lectures and readings.  
 
It is important for all students to use a valid UTOR email address for communication. This 
course uses Quercus but occasionally important course information may also be sent via 
email. Note that other email addresses (e.g. gmail) can end up in spam. It is your 
responsibility to log on to Quercus regularly and obtain relevant information for the course. 
Login is via the U of T Portal which is accessible via the University of Toronto home page.  
 
Assistance and accommodation 
 
The University of Toronto is committed to supporting student accessibility and overall 
student well-being. Many resources exist on campus to help students who are in need 
of assistance for a number of reasons. Those resources include but are not limited to: 
accessibility services, health and counseling services, writing centres, and peer mentoring 
systems. The University also is committed to providing allowances for religious 
observances. 
 
If you have a accessibility consideration that may require accommodation, please contact 
Accessibility Services as soon as possible. The Accessibility Services office is located at 455 
Spadina Ave, 4th Floor, Suite 400 (next to the camps bookstore). In addition to drop in-
services Accessibility Services staff can be contacted via email at 
accessibility.services@utoronto.ca and phone at (416) 978-8060. 
 
A few (i.e. not exhaustive) links to additional resources include: 
- http://healthandwellness.utoronto.ca/ 
- http://www.writing.utoronto.ca/writing-centres/arts-and-science 
- http://uoft.me/religiousaccommodation 
 
 
Academic accommodation for illness, personal emergency, and religious observance 
 
In the event that you miss an assignment deadline because of illness, personal emergency, 
or religious observance, you must inform me as soon as possible in advance of the 
assignment deadline. Extensions for written work or make-ups for missed assignments will 
only be granted in exceptional circumstances and at the instructor’s discretion and must be 
accompanied by valid documentation. In fairness to other students, extensions will not be 
granted after the assignment due date. If you do miss an assignment deadline, your grade 
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for this component will be reduced by 3 per cent per day, including weekends. Late 
assignments will not be accepted after 7 days.  
 
Students are strongly advised to keep rough and draft work and hard copies of their 
assignments. These should be kept until the marked assignments have been returned and 
grades have been posted on ACORN. 
 
Grade appeals 
 
I and the graduate teaching assistant are happy to discuss evaluation criteria on any 
assignment as well as strategies for improvement, in person, during office hours. If you 
judge a received grade to be inaccurate (with respect to the grading guidelines outlined by 
the Faculty of Arts & Sciences and the assignment instructions given) and would like your 
assignment to be re-graded, you may appeal the assigned grade. The process by which to 
appeal the grade is to submit in writing (via email within one week of receiving the graded 
assignment to the person who graded the assignment) a paragraph explaining the basis of 
the appeal, as well as the original graded assignment. Please note decisions on appeals are 
ultimately at the instructor’s discretion. Once an appeal is submitted, the entire assignment 
(and not specific questions/parts) will be examined. Please note that your grade may go 
down, go up or remain unchanged after this process. 
 
Academic integrity 
 
To help you understand the University of Toronto’s rules and decision-making structures 
regarding plagiarism and other matters related to academic integrity, please go to 
https://www.academicintegrity.utoronto.ca/ which links to The Code of Behaviour on 
Academic Matters. As this link explains, plagiarism and other academic offences: “are in 
direct opposition to the University’s mission to foster internationally significant research 
and excellent programs—a mission that can be realized only if members of the University 
appropriately acknowledge sources of information and ideas, present independent work on 
assignments and examinations, and complete and submit group projects in accordance 
with the standards of the discipline being studied.” 
 
Examples of academic offences include (but are not limited to): 
 
- Representing someone else’s work or words as your own 
- Falsifying documents such as a medical note 
- Purchasing an essay or other assignment 
-  Submitting someone else’s work – in whole or in part - as your own 
-  Submitting the same assignment in more than one course (without permission) 
-  Making up sources or facts for an essay or report. 
 
Plagiarism – presenting others’ thoughts, ideas, or other material without properly 
acknowledging the source - is a serious academic office and will be dealt with accordingly. 
If you are unclear about what constitutes plagiarism or how to properly acknowledge 

https://www.academicintegrity.utoronto.ca/
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sources, please read this helpful document written by Margaret Proctor: 
http://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/using-sources/how-not-to-plagiarize/  
 
If you have questions on these matters, please ask me or the graduate teaching assistant in 
the course. It is the responsibility of each student to be able to demonstrate the originality 
of their work. 
 
In this course, we use turnitin.com for submission of assignments 
 
Normally, students will be required to submit their course essays to Turnitin.com for a 
review of textual similarity and detection of possible plagiarism. In doing so, students will 
allow their essays to be included as source documents in the Turnitin.com reference 
database, where they will be used solely for the purpose of detecting plagiarism. The terms 
that apply to the university's use of the Turnitin.com service are described on the 
Turnitin.com web site. 

http://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/using-sources/how-not-to-plagiarize/
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